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The study
 It examines the experiences of older people
(over 60 years) with late-stage (idiopathic)
Parkinson’s disease (PD);
 It seeks to:
 Map the experiences of adjusting to life with
later-stage PD;
 Identify coping and decision-making strategies
and how they change over time;
 Explore how therapeutic strategies used by
multidisciplinary professionals support people
with late-stage PD and their families.

The study sample and data
collection
 Participants: 13 people with late-stage Parkinson‟s
disease and their family carers (n=1 died, n=1
Admitted to long term care), aged 60-89 years;
 Recruitment: from the caseload of two specialist
Parkinson‟s disease nurses working in North Wales,
UK and one Consultant Geriatrician;
 Interviews: Currently 80 interviews were conducted
longitudinally between June 2007 and March 2009;
 Setting: interviews and the subsequent sharing,
modification and testing of the data analysis were
conducted in the person‟s home.

Methodology

Constructivist grounded
theory
 Charmaz (2000; 2006) adopts constructivist
principles in grounded theory;
 Constructivism focused on „cognitive schemas‟
(Rodwell, 1998)
 Keady and Williams (2007) argue for using
narrative to „open up‟ constructivist grounded
theory and co-construction of theory;
 Visual diagramming was used that focussed on
centre-stage diagrams and diagramming that
involved participants in theory generation.

Findings: bridging
 Adjustment to late-stage PD is based on
„bridging‟ (Williams and Keady, 2008):
 Enduring stages:
 Building on the past
 Coming to terms
 Adjustment stages:
 Bridging the present
 Broaching collapse
 Fractured Bridging

 Relationships are central to „bridging‟:
 individual bridging activities (Being me)
 and shared bridging activities (Being us).

Bridging: an emergent
linking scheme
 Stages – the 5 stages delineate
people‟s experiences of adjusting to
PD and specify how adjustment
works.
 Foundations – these describe the
foci that underpins the stages.
 Processes – these describe basic
social and psychological processes
that constitute adjustment.
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 A Key event in illness trajectory: sudden or significant symptom
change –movement, memory or infection
 Conditions:
 Accumulation of events that weaken adjustment span
 Overwhelming of established coping thresholds
 Outstripping of coping resources (experiential)
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Building on the past
This stage involves a cyclical struggle to work

out a new life, understand what is happening
and what to do with this new „body‟ and life;
The what is negotiated between different key
relationships: the person with PD, their
partner/carer, their family and practitioners,
mainly the PDNS;
It resulted in a storyline that seeks to make
sense of the „diagnosis story‟ of PD and the
symptoms they have experienced and
experience now.

Building on the past
 It involves working with individual (Being Me)
and shared (Being us) biography and
Reflecting;
 It enables sources of relationship (relational
bridging) to be identified:
 Love
 Admiration
 Affection
 Attachment
 Respect

 These are maintained, re-built, re-aligned in
and maintained in the Adjustment stages.

Building on the past : processes

Life History
Sense of lived time
Sense of story
Sense of meaning

Significant events
Past life as „resource‟
Past life as „refuge‟
Past life as source of
contentment

Identity
Sense of „who I am‟
Sense of „who we are‟

Relationships
Sense of purpose
Sense of connection
(past)
Sense of being together
(present)

Coming to terms
 Constant process linked to reciprocity with „Building
on the past’;
 Coming to terms cycle in response to changes in PD
symptoms, chronicity or death of person with PD;
 Development of storyline focused on both „Fighting it‟
and „Accepting it‟;
 Cycle of seeking adjustment of boundaries between
Being Me and Being Us.
“You have to go down the acceptance road before you
can make any bridging or anything” (Joan 25.2.08)

Coming to terms : processes
Taking actions

Evaluating events

Initial actions: noticing something‟s
wrong, finding out, seeking
help/information, losing control
Later actions: getting control,
seeking more advice
Reflective actions: making sense
of consequences, building control
through experiential learning

Re-examination of past life as
„resource‟
Building on a past storyline to
support present coping
Seeking sense of continuity

Defining responsibility

Locating meaning

Seeking to understand source of
difficulty, „why me?‟ in terms of PD
and chronicity
Placing „why me‟ in the context of
life history
Working through responsibility for
actions and reactions

Locating and affirming (shared)
sense of purpose
Placing events in a illness or life
storyline
Joining up storylines around core
approach: „accepting it‟, „fighting it‟,
„rejecting it‟ or „could be worse‟.
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Adjustment stages
 Movement through stages over time linked to
progression of PD and chronicity:
 Bridging the Present
 Broaching Collapse
 Fractured Bridging

 Processes shape adjustment within each stage
 Critical junctures emerge from the cracks,
crumbling and/or collapse of these processes.

Bridging the present: processes
Managing medication

Protecting routine

together as „team‟
and dosage
Managing time and defending
Experimenting with medication „windows‟ of time
type, timing and benefit
Valuing medication
Getting advice and new options Noticing pace of change
Holding on to control of
symptoms
Balancing

medication regime

Working

Managing meaning

Maintaining stability

Making sense of symptoms
Managing continuity
Managing purpose (getting
through it / fighting it)
Seeing personal work
Seeing shared work
Managing feelings and hope
Building (and Re-building)
acceptance

Building routines in daily life
Working with symptoms
Working around change
Working with others
(i) Professionals (ii) Family

Broaching Collapse: processes
Crumbling managing
strategies and routine

Collapsing stability

and memory shift
„unravels‟ strategies
Failing routine
Loss of „windows of time‟
Working apart in daily life

Sense of loss in control of
symptoms
 Sense of failure to manage
symptoms through medication
Sense of limited or „closed‟
choices
(i) Seeing it through (ii) Seeking
help (III) Seeking alternatives
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fatigue in coping with  Affirming the importance of
symptoms over time
past self and selves
Cared for fatigue in coping with Working apart in daily life
symptoms over time
Living life with PD separately
Sense of „closing down‟ of
The impact of losses/
options
Overwhelming tiredness

Fractured Bridging: processes
Failure of established/new
strategies and routine
Physical

frailty overwhelms

routines:
Movement difficulties/frailty/falls
Swallowing, speech and
articulation
Memory difficulties/behaviour
Weight loss, emaciation
Infections/chronicity
Extreme fatigue, weakness and
low morale

Inability to Cope
Caregiver

complete - fatigue
Loss of hope
Complete loss of Being Me and
domination of Being Us
Stress of Being Together as key
objective

Loss of stability
Sense of loss in control of
symptoms
Lack of options for regaining
control
Situational/daily struggle to
maintain stability
Lack of support for:
„talking through events‟
Physical help
Guidance and „road mapping‟


Recurrent Crisis/collapse in
relationship
 Affirming

the importance of past

self
Separation between past and
present selves
Empathy and focus on „fighting on‟

Implications

“And then the bridging you see, you
can‟t bridge if you haven‟t built a
structure of some kind you can‟t get
over it, its just like the Eiffel tower if
you like”
(Joan 25.2.08)

Practice Implications
Facilitation of adjustment needs a focus on:
Access to a structured programme of
education and support as part of „early‟ bridging;
Planning and preparation for the challenges of
late-stage „work‟ using biographical resources:
Building on the past
Coming to Terms
Relationship-centred

work to manage:

Bridging the Present
Broaching Collapse
Fractured Bridging


A Practice model of Latestage adjustment

 Contact
 Communication
 Continuity
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